
FontTwister – Text Effect Maker 

 

FontTwister makes it easy to create dazzling logos and text effects for web pages, 

multimedia projects, and presentations. With its nearly unlimited possibilities to 

manipulate text and its intuitive interface, FontTwister lets you create custom, 

professionalquality artwork in seconds. 

Use FontTwister as a video 

thumbnail maker for your 

YouTube videos. Create custom 

thumbnails and awesome title 

effects. These text effects can 

then be easily imported into 

Gimp, Word, Adobe Photoshop, 

Illustrator or After Effects. 

FontTwister lets you select from 

among dozens of 

professionallycreated logo 

styles, or start from scratch and 

design your own. You can even 

use FontTwister's text effect 

generator to create an unlimited 

selection of random, new, 

optimized text effects. 

 

Whether you're designing a new 

company logo, creating 

navigation buttons for your web 

site, or spicing up a multimedia 

presentation, FontTwister lets 

you turn ordinary text into 

stunning works of art.  

First-time users will enjoy the 10-minute guided tour by the FontTwister Text Effect 

Assistant. It demonstrates how easy it is to use FontTwister's nearly infinite range of 

design options.  

  

Power users will want to use the program's advanced options, which give you unlimited 

control over glows, bevels, embossing, transparency, texture, edges, soft shadows, 

blurs, and dozens of other features. You can reedit text and effects at any time. 

Tucows Rating:          

5Star-shareware: 

ZDNet Rating:       

 

 

 
Get more informationen about FontTwister on www.neuber.com/twister 
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The  text  can be changed any time. The   
letters can be by chance put more highly   
and more deeply or tilted to the left and to   
the right. Make the text transparent to let   
the background show through. 

Fill  text and background with a color, a   
color gradient or a texture. You can use   

any graphic file as texture, which can be   
dye, turn, draw more softly or sharply. 

 An imprint can be added to the text. 

The text can be moved, stretch or   
compressed, rotated or sheared,  deformed   
or twisted as much as you liked. Select   
available text shape or simply draw your   
desired text shape. 

You have the letter  outlines  from loose   
threads, on-rough or weather. Fix manner   
and fineness of the effect by mouse click.   

You determine the effect intensity by   
adjusting the strength of the effects in x   

and y direction. 

A single click lets you choose from among   
16  styles of 3D  bevel , or you can create a   
custom bevel style, choosing your bevel   
profile, height, depth, and lighting angle. 

The text could be deposited with a   
shadow  to stand out from the   

background or to float in to space. Select   
a shadow from predefined examples or   

change directly color, transparency, blur   
and position of the shadow. 

You can create quite simply a 3D button, a   
fade effect or an impressive  frame  around   
the text. Change the frame thickness and   
color as well as the number for the corners   
of the stellate frame. 

How to design a text effect with FontTwister 
 

 

 


